
Your timetable gives you all the information you need about where and when your teaching will occur. 

STEP 1: To find your timetable, type “plan.usos.tu.kielce.pl” into the address(URL) bar and hit “enter”. 

 

 



STEP 2: You are brought to the Main Timetable Menu. From here you can click your Faculty bar on the left. 

The Faculty of Mechatronics and Mechanical Engineering, for example, is in blue. It is abbreviated in Polish as WMiBM. 

 

  



STEP 3: Click WMiBM and you will see a list of programmes run by this Faculty. Now click the programme you are interested in, for 

example, Mechanical Engineering. 

 

 

  



STEP 4: Select the correct semester of study, for example, semester 2.  

 

 

  



 

STEP 5: Choose your group. Here, there is just one. 

 

 
 

 



STEP 6: And this is what you get. 

This weekly timetable in the summer semester of the academic year 2022/2023 is for first year students of Mechanical Engineering. 

“1 MS1_L01ang” stands for year one, Mechanical Engineering, full-time, first cycle (=undergraduate) programme, laboratory group 1, 

taught in English, respectively. 

 



UNDERSTANDING YOUR TIMETABLE 

The vertical (or column) headers represent the weekdays (Monday through Friday). “Poniedziałek” in Polish means Monday. In 

addition to the daily breakdown, the timetable also features time segments. Let’s look at the first session on Monday as an example. 

The course in Metal science (part 1) run by Dr Marcin Kargul starts at 8.00 and lasts for one and a half hours. Then, there’s a 30 

minute break until 10.00. The meetings are in room 112HB on odd weeks only. “Nieparzyste” means “odd”. LAB stands for laboratory 

classes. 

 



As you have probably noticed, modes of instruction are marked in different colours. Blue represents a lecture, during which a 

teacher does all or most of the talking while students listen and take notes. Grey is used for lab classes. As the name suggests, 

classes take place in laboratories where students learn by observation and experiment or analyse and solve problems. Practical 

sessions, that is, classes with teacher-to-student or student-to-student interaction are in green. Finally, project-based classes are 

marked in yellow. 
 

WYK = wykład (lecture), ĆW = ćwiczenia (practical session), LAB =laboratorium (lab class), PRO = projekt (project-based class) 

 



Some teaching is done every week and some on even or odd weeks. “Tydzień”, meaning “week”, stands for weekly meetings. 

“Parzyste” indicates meetings on even weeks, whereas “Nieparzyste” are meetings on odd weeks. 

 

 

  



Locations are identified by a combination of numbers and letters. The numbers identify the room and the letters identify the 

building. In most cases, the first number also identifies the floor. For example, 5.05B would be Room 5.05 on the fifth floor in 

Building B. Rooms labelled HB are in the Laboratory Block accessed through Building B. Rooms labelled CL are in the CENWIS 

Laboratory Building. Dąbrowa indicates the Dąbrowa campus near Kielce. 

 
 

View campus map (PDF). 

https://www.surrey.ac.uk/sites/default/files/2023-05/campus-map.pdf


Keep in mind that your timetable may not stay the same until the end of the semester. Check regularly for updates. 


